Early Intervention Screening involves More Than “Simple” Screening
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ABSTRACT

From the perspective of preventive medical discourse, early interventional screening is one of the most important ways to intervene with developmentally delayed children and an important service for children’s public health. However, this paper exposes undisclosed facts from a historical perspective of early developmental screening in the USA and reexamines the concepts of early screening in widespread use in children’s populations, which reminds us of the fact that early developmental screening might not be totally based on children’s needs, but on both the government’s desires and political activities. As a result, a certain population was identified as subjects that required developmental screening, which caused the screened children were enormous. Under those circumstances, developmental screening instruments were used with pediatricians’ individualized appraisals. In order to take the federal budget into account, the government intentionally uses screening for early intervention to actively find at-risk populations who require early intervention. The approach to developmental surveillance is to expand the objects from the children to the parents’ concern. The instrument not only legitimately recruited parents and facilitated parents’ surveillance of their children’s development, but also was a platform for highlighting parent-child interactions. This discussion may help community health nurses further understand different perspectives of early interventional screening in practice.
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Introduction

From the perspective of preventive medical discourse, early intervention screening (EIS) is an important public health service for children. The purpose of EIS is to improve the detection of developmental delay in children (1). After screening, interventions based on the EIS are identified and offered to children identified ‘at risk’ and their families. Services such as speech and physical therapies are then provided for children identified with developmental delay or who are at risk of developmental delay (2). The literature on EIS focuses upon the effectiveness of screening (3-5). Currently, a
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A variety of developmental screening tools are available. Most of them are based on psychometrics and the literature explores the accuracy of these screening instruments (1,6–8). Minimal literature examines EIS in its social and cultural context, that is, as a social construction as opposed to viewing EIS as a taken-for-granted medical technology.

As many as one-half of American children with developmental delay will not be identified by the time they enter kindergarten, even though most will show mild developmental delays by two years of age (9). In EIS, community health nurses (CHNs) are usually the first health professionals who reach families (10). When undertaking EIS, CHNs’ major concerns have been the identification of developmental delay cases (11,12). There is no evidence that CHNs reflect on the social construction of EIS, or explore the potential hidden meanings of developmental screening instruments and policies. In this paper, based on the social constructionist perspective, we examine how EIS has emerged as a social policy. We aim to increase CHNs’ understanding of the complexities and different perspectives of EIS in practice.

Background

According to the literature, 12 to 16% of children in the United States have at least one developmental delay (9). In Taiwan, EIS has attracted more attention in the Taiwanese literature in the last decade (10). In 1993, early intervention was introduced into Article 2 of the Children Welfare Law where it stated: “An early intervention service should be provided for developmental delay children”. In 2003, the seventh By-law of the Children and Youth Welfare Law clearly stated that “provincial county governments shall conduct the EIS in order to find children with developmental delay at an early stage” (10). As a result, EIS has become an important way for children to access early interventions to correct or treat developmental delay.

Currently, in Taiwan the EIS in the public health system is mainly undertaken by CHNs, who focus on how to screen and teach parents to accurately observe and record their children’s development (10,13). However, little attention is paid to the meaning of the developmental process. The experiences of EIS in America were primarily applied to the policy making in Taiwan (14,15). We argue that the major framework of the EIS in Taiwan has been adopted, without critique, from the US. In exploring EIS literature in the Taiwanese context, how EIS has been formed from the western health science knowledge is seldom questioned. Harbers (16) argues that if we neglect the social construction of EIS, then it may be of less use to developing practice in different cultural social contexts. It is therefore necessary to analyze the social construction of EIS in the American context. Through further exploration Taiwanese CHNs will become more sensitive about how culture, society and politics influence health care services.

Social Constructionist View of EIS

One of the most important intellectual foundations of the social construction of illness is the social problems theory and research from the 1960s and 1970s (17). The theoretical stance, social constructionism, means that scientific knowledge is not necessarily independent or objective but is shaped by the social conditions in which scientific inquiry takes place (18,19). It provides a different way of looking at the world, outside the medical scientific paradigm (19,20). From the perspective of preventive medicine, it is taken-for-granted that EIS is an important service in children’s health. Medical sciences tend to explain the nature of EIS as a scientific instrument that can objectively measure the developmental progress of children (1). Even though there is some literature that interrogates the quality and effectiveness of EIS (12,21), these views often take for granted that EIS is an entity, an object that can be studied. In contrast, Burr (19) affirms that our understanding of the world is always historical and cultural, and that knowledge itself is the product of society. Therefore, the aim of social constructionist research is to explore how social forces shape our understanding of and actions toward EIS. Guided by social constructionism, we also learn how perceptions of EIS are used to describe and control the social world (18,22).

In the present day, EIS is an integral part of child health surveillance. It is argued that surveillance is free of implications of power in the pursuit of achieving child...
health by medical scientific discourse (23,24). Put differently, we may use surveillance through EIS even if it means we increase the numbers of families under surveillance because the overall end is a social good (i.e. at risk children will be identified) (25). However, Harding (26) pointed out that the surveillance is implicated in power relations and is socially constructed. For example, Foucault used the emergence of the panopticon, a prison in 18th century Europe, as a metaphor to illuminate a mode of surveillance. In the panopticon, all prisoners in cells are scrutinized all the time; the prisoners internalize the controlled gaze, while being under an external gaze. These internal and external forms of surveillance mean that the prisoners control and monitor themselves (27). Foucault’s view of surveillance and the panopticon can help us re-examine EIS, because CHNs are often the professionals who undertake and promote EIS policies uncritically. When we encourage all children to regularly receive EIS, we should be thinking whether the technology of EIS may unnecessarily bring children into the system of surveillance (27). Seeing the potential effects of surveillance on children in this way allows us to critique whether EIS is only a tool for preventing disease. According to Burr (28), the analytic position of social constructionism described in this paper does not mean “you have to abandon traditional theory”. Social constructionism is, however, a useful starting point to explore the effects of EIS from an alternative perspective and to re-examine the political drive in the employment of surveillance technologies.

DISCUSSION

The origin of EIS

According to early literature, the developmental assessments usually referred to children with cerebral palsy and mental retardation. The physicians made a diagnosis by observing children’s motor and language skills. In order to make the “correct” assessment and diagnosis, and to identify how these diseases could affect children’s development, physicians were required to use their experience without additional assessment tools (29).

In 1960s, President Kennedy, who had a younger sister with mental retardation, pushed the issues related to these children to the frontline for the U.S. government. The President’s Panel on Mental Retardation pointed out that between 75 and 80% of children had mild mental retardation and that its main causes were inadequate stimulation in early childhood (30). In addition, the health of future generations appeared important at that time because of the political tension between the US and the Soviet Union (31). Therefore, the US was open to methods that could increase the children’s cognitive development. Scholars emphasized that a favorable environment could enhance the child’s cognitive development (31).

In that social climate, parents—especially those in the middle class—commonly emphasized the importance of the child’s cognitive development and tried all methods to help promote this goal (30,31). This was difficult for poor families who had economical restrictions to provide their children with adequate stimulation. Such “cultural deprivation” caused by poverty came to be considered as the major reason for mentally retarded children (32). In order to find further cases that were often hidden, various developmental screening instruments for finding the children in need were developed. Meanwhile, scholars began to question the existing children’s developmental appraisals, thinking that such an approach lacked standardized tests, and that even the developmental assessment made by doctors was not objective (33). They subsequently concentrated on the development and use of screening instruments. For example, the Denver Developmental Screening Test (DDST), developed by Frankenburg et al., was for early detection of children’s development problems, and to distinguish congenital or acquired mental retardation children.

At the same time, America was facing financial crisis from its involvement in the Vietnam War. The Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO) was mainly responsible for pushing the “War on Poverty”, which was expected to reduce the rate of poverty in America. In 1964, in order to keep governmental financial supports continuing and to help unemployed teachers get jobs in the following years, the OEO utilized the redundant budget for the "Head Start” program (31). The Head Start program
focused on improving the academic performance and cognitive development of poor children by providing sensory and motor stimulation. Due to their advocacy of Head Start, the authorities began to emphasize the importance of EIS (34). The project was actually attributed to President Johnson as he thought that the project could earn more public acceptance than other projects of the War on Poverty (31).

President Johnson stated that children who were at risk or suffering from health or developmental problems had to be screened and treated (35). In 1967, the project of Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosing and Treatment (EPSDT) was officially implemented. It provided preventive care for Medicaid-eligible children in areas such as vaccination, eyesight testing and developmental screening. The DDST was used by trained professionals as a developmental screening instrument to assess children’s development in cognitive, motor, and language areas (36). It was viewed as an effective and standardized screening instrument among populations with a high incidence of acquired mental problems (34). In order to meet the aim of the project, a great numbers of poor children were recruited to receive EIS.

We argue that the rise of EIS in the US not only occurred from a concern with children’s health needs, or a concern with poverty, but also was due to political and social interest. Preventive programs aimed at the children of poor families become the strategy of the President’s interest, transferring the focus of poverty caused by war. The more the children in need were screened and treated, the more the President’s efforts on solving the poverty issues were visible. In addition, the idea of cultural deprivation was not only the etiology of mental retardation in children, but also reflected the country’s expectations of family. Families were expected to provide stimulating environments in order to their support children’s learning needs. Children from poor families were labeled as disadvantaged and in need of help. The EIS emerged out of an understanding that mental retardation was congenital or acquired; however, it also served to distinguish disadvantaged families from middle-class families and to make disadvantaged families the subjects of the screening. This reality was not explicitly recognized in policy or practice. Thereby, the EIS helped to construct and maintain a dominant ideology of family.

The expansion of the EIS

The expensive use of EIS was due to the development of its screening instruments, its promotion by the medical sector, and because of the political climate in which the EIS was addressed. In 1986 President Reagan issued the “All Handicapped Children Act Amendments (P.L. 99–457), which was not only followed by P.L.94–142 Law (Education for All Handicapped Children), but gave incentives to encourage each state government to provide early intervention services including EIS, referral and treatment for infants and young children with or at risk for developmental disability (37,38).

The P. L.94–142 was previously mainly for those children who had a physical disability or disorder in learning or cognition. Meisles (39), however, warned that some disabilities cannot be recognized until a later age or until the children are old enough to go to school. McLean et al. (37) also addressed these categories of disability in P.L.94–142 by stating that they were not appropriate for very young children. Consequently, in order to meet the requirements of P.L. 99–457 timely and to obtain continuous federal financial support, state governments expanded the categories of disability to include developmental delay (37). In this way, more infants, young children and children at risk who would not have been eligible in the past could now receive early intervention services.

As a consequence, the expansion of screening categories brought the pediatricians more challenges. The major difficulty was that physicians were unable to make accurate judgments about the children with developmental delay (40). There were few pediatricians with sufficient training in recognizing child development issues (23), but who were more likely to identify those children with severe or obvious developmental problems (40). Most younger children with developmental delay or who were at risk were therefore not easily identified in routine pediatric examination (41). The EIS therefore appeared to be the most appropriate way to recruit new intervention targets to both identify children at risk, and to comply with policy responsibilities and requirements (24). A wide variety of developmental instruments for
screening of infants and young children were produced in managing the new morbidities (23). They did not only effectively screen children with developmental delay but also forced healthcare workers to focus on more research-based signs of children’s developmental delay and to enhance their awareness of developmental delay (11).

In effect, the evaluation of the EPSDT project indicates that EIS was not reliable because only 1% of poor children under the age of six could be identified and referred after EIS (21). Such results were criticized as under-estimating the prevailing rate of children with developmental problems, which did not conform to the public discourse on the causes of developmental delay (i.e. poverty) (21,42). This inconsistency stimulated researchers’ interests in exploring the reasons for such results. Their explanations included a lack of training for EIS and a lower participation rate among children with developmental problems identified by EPSDT. Another given reason was the lower sensitivity instrument, DDST, which failed to identify a high proportion of children who were at risk for developmental problems (21). Unexpectedly, Dworkin (23) publicly expressed that most developmental screening instruments were not effective. Meisels (43) also clearly noted that although there were many children receiving EIS, few screening instruments were effective. Ironically, the government enforced the EIS as a formal policy and even implemented it before the effective instruments appeared.

Our analysis of the literature suggests that the development of EIS is a social construction rather than an objective state of affairs. Harding (26) argued that certain practices are socially created and they are sustained by social practice and become taken-for-granted and therefore remain unexamined. In this case, economic factors were important drivers for the authorities to encourage the introduction of EIS; this has been unacknowledged in the literature or in policy and practice. The implementation of EIS not only produced a highly condensed picture of a child’s developmental state, but also encouraged healthcare workers to focus on children with “expected” developmental delay. In this way, EIS (the screening) actively expanded the group of at-risk children needing early intervention. In addition, we also find the screening instruments cannot prove the causes of developmental delay as the scientific nature of instruments is shaped by concerns that reflect social discourses. We argue that screening instruments are not only a scientific tool but serve to “prove” the validity of social discourse around children in poverty.

From screening children to parents

Although the ineffectiveness of developmental screening instruments has been questioned, EIS is still promoted as a public health policy. Dworkin (23) stated that eliminating such screening may delay the identification of developmental problems. In order to effectively screen children with developmental delay and children at risk, and to fulfill the policy agendas, aspects of children’s social contexts also had to be evaluated as well as their current developmental status (23). As a result, children experiencing any condition which threatened their development needed to be scrutinized, especially those who were reared in a disadvantaged environment. Children from groups of the poor, people of lower social and economic status, Afro-Americans, Hispanics, American Indians, single parents and so on, have become the high risk group for developmental delay (44).

The British Joint Working Party and AAP stated that a single screening cannot fully reflect the real development of children and recommended developmental surveillance as an effective way for early identification of children’s developmental problems and those at risk (23). Developmental surveillance includes developmental screening, child observations, and the identification of parental concerns (45). In this way EIS, as part of developmental surveillance, is intended to enhance the precision of the developmental surveillance process.

A successful developmental surveillance is determined by an ongoing monitoring process. How can healthcare workers carry out this continuing watching in clinical practice? Glascoe (46) stated that the purpose of developmental surveillance was to help parents become observers of their children’s development. In order to save the professional time, parental involvement in assessing children’s development is now emphasized. The instruments based on parental reports are increasingly applied in the screening of children’s development (24).
Using the parental report instruments, parents are forced to express their concerns about their children, and required to keep alert to any development delay in order to complete a report (47). One of the specific goals of PL 99–457 is to enable parents to acquire an understanding of the stages of children’s development (23). Thus, screening instruments using the parents’ trained assessment skills have become the technology to demonstrate how to observe children’s development and to meet policy agendas. In addition, completing the reports can also reflect the parents’ status and their interaction with children. As Glascoe (47) pointed out, when parents have mental or psychological diseases, or when they seldom interact with children, they are unable to finish these reports. Consequently, both children and parents became the observing focus in the EIS. In addition, the parental report instruments can be undertaken via the internet, telephone, and mail and reported to CHNs (48). Thus, the EIS creates a self-monitoring atmosphere that realizes Foucault’s panopticon through the internalized and externalized gaze (27).

Through the expanded EIS program, at-risk children enter into the intervention service earlier than was previously intended. Many children received EIS, parents entered into surveillance, and parenting stared being transformed; even if their very diagnoses were also suspect and intervention service had not yet received approval. The transforming process included watching, observing, alerting and reporting the development of their children, steps that were previously conducted by health professionals. As Wanger et al. (11) affirmed, if parents do not do such kinds of “work,” the report cannot be completed when the screening is undertaken. In addition, by using the screening instruments parents began to accept the professional discourse and agree more with the intervention services (49). This is concerning when we know that within the area of children’s development there is tension between the opinions of professionals and parents (50). We argue that the use of parental reports in EIS diminishes the validity of the different parental discourses around child health. We agree with Lantz and Booth (18) who point out that such kinds of surveillance are another form of social control. Thus EIS not only legitimizes calls on parents to become the monitors of children’s development, but also may serve as tools of social control for parents.

CONCLUSION

This paper has explored a special viewpoint regarding EIS by reviewing the development of its history in the US. We have argued that the rise of EIS was not a “simply” advancement of medical knowledge and techniques; it was shaped by historical and cultural factors. Tseng (51) stated that the meaning of EIS is shaped and experienced in different cultural and historical contexts. The political concerns of President’s interest and government budgets were an important driver for the authorities to encourage the introduction and expansion of EIS. Therefore, the needs of EIS were socially constructed.

Social constructionists stress that social processes, beliefs, and actions are associated with power relationships (18,19). If we examine what kinds of people are viewed as socially problematic, frequently these people belong to groups with less power (19). The current approach to developmental surveillance has consequently expanded the population of at-risk children to be surveilled (51). Through EIS, children are forced into the visible position and the EIS becomes a professional gaze on children’s experiences, like a panopticon. Furthermore, developmental surveillance extended the subjects being screened from children to also include their parents. These parental report screening instruments effectively guided parents to play the role of monitors for their children’s development. This process enhanced parents’ knowledge and understanding of children’s developmental health but, at the same time, the interaction between parents and children also transformed under the gaze of health professionals. In this way, early interventional screening is more than “simply” screening.

Relevance to Clinical Practice

Guided by the perspective of social constructionism, we reconsider the hidden meaning of EIS, and highly recommend that CHNs express their social and political sensitivity in their professional field. CHNs should judge whether the screening really meets children’s needs or
just fulfills the demand of the authorities, while trying to increase the screening rate. In addition, many countries, such as Taiwan, are deeply influenced by the experiences of the US, without considering the historical background of the policy that they follow. The EIS is a typical example that reminds Taiwanese CHNs to gain a comprehensive understanding before implementing it as health policy.
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BACKGROUND

Early intervention (EI) is a program designed to identify and address developmental delays in children before they become evident in the classroom. The EI process involves screening, diagnosis, and treatment, which can be costly and time-consuming. The goal of this study was to examine the effectiveness of EI programs in improving outcomes for children with developmental delays.

METHODS

A systematic review of the literature was conducted to identify studies that evaluated the effectiveness of EI programs. The search included electronic databases, gray literature, and expert opinion. Studies were included if they met the following criteria: (1) participants were children aged 0-5 years with developmental delays, (2) interventions were EI programs, and (3) outcomes were measured using standardized assessments.

RESULTS

The review identified 10 studies that met the inclusion criteria. The results indicated that EI programs were effective in improving developmental outcomes for children with delays. A meta-analysis was conducted to synthesize the findings, which showed a significant improvement in developmental outcomes for children in EI programs compared to children who did not receive EI.

CONCLUSIONS

EI programs are effective in improving developmental outcomes for children with delays. However, more research is needed to identify the most effective components of EI programs and to understand the long-term effects of EI on children's development.
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